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Introduction 

This is not a complete review of the diffraction dissociation phenomena, but only a summary, albeit 

incomplete, of the papers presented to the Conference. A more leisurely and complete discussion of the sub- 

ject can be found in recent reviews by Kane’ and Lubatti. 2 I have tried to summarize the data in a coherent 

picture (no pun intended), by comparing the properties of these inelastic diffractive processes to those of 

elastic scattering. 

What is this diffraction dissociation process we are to discuss? We describe it in terms of the exchange 
of the Pomeron in the t channel, but since we do not really understand what the Pomeron is, we cannot go 

much further. We more readily identify the diffraction process by its properties observed in scattering 

reactions: 

1. energy independent cross sections (or only weakly dependent, to factors of log s); 

2. particle cross sections about equal to antiparticle cross sections; 

3. sharp forward peak in the differential cross section; 

4. exchange process characterized by the quantum number of the vacuum in .the t-channel (i.e., I=O,’ 

C=+l), and the change in Jp during scattering follows the natural spin-parity series, P(-1) J; 

5. the spin structure in the scattering seems to be s-channel helicity conserving (SCHC). 

When a given reaction exhibits the above characteristics, or most of them, we describe it as a diffrac- 

tive process and try to interpret it in terms of the exchange of a Pomeron in Regge language. Now one word 
of warning - it is pretty clear that the Pomeron is not a simple pole. The evidence of the rising K+p total 

cross section at Serpukov energies, the relatively flat pp total cross sections through ISR energies, the 
changes of slope for the pp differential cross section both as a function of s and t - all of these effects warn 
us that the Pomeron is not a simple Regge pole. However, so warned we proceed to determine from a 

phenomenological point of view the properties of diffraction dissociation. 

The classical reactions to learn of diffraction are: 

TN -TN, KN-KN, NN-NN, YN -TN, 
but in this review we have to deal with their “poor-cousins:‘: 

TN -(37r)N , I KN - (K(a?r)N , NN- (Nm)N , TN- (VW. 
All but the last of these processes involve a change of spin in the diffracting process, and all but the last 

have no clear resonance signal in the diffracting system, $ and as we shall see, all but the last will give us 

some trouble with our traditional diffraction picture. 

In the following sections we will consider the data presented to the Conference on cross sections, chffer- 

ential cross sections, and spin structure for the diffractive processes listed above, and whenever possible 

compare them to the well known elastic scattering properties. 

t 
t 
Work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
The following discussion does not depend greatly on whether the (3x), (Knx), (Nax) final states are resonant 
or purely some kinematical effect. They seem to be dominated by a single, well defined spin-parity state 
and form quite specific and identifiably processes. We wi!l be concerned with the dynamics of production in 
these processes and the phenomenological characteristics of the reactions, independent of the question of 
the final state phases. 

(Invited talk presented at the XVI International Conference on High Energy Physics, Batavia, Illinois, 
September 6-13, 1972. ) 
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Cross Sections 

Photoproduction 

There are four contributions to the Conference on vector meson photoprcduction: 

’ 1. A final analysis of the laser experiment from the SLAC-Berkeley-Tufts collaboration, 3 

presenting data on p, O, + production at 2.8, 4.7 and 9.3 GeV; 
ii. a DESY streamer chamber experiment from Aachen-Heidelberg-Munich4 on p” production 

with a tagged (4 - 6) GeV photon beam; 
5 . . . 

111. a (2.0 - 4.7) GeV experiment on rho photoproduction from CEA, reported by Tannenbaum, 

using a wire spark chamber setup; 
iv. and finally, new data on rho production on hydrogen and deuterium, at energies between 

9 GeV and 16 GeV, from a wire chamber experiment at SLAC.’ 

The new cross section data for rho photoproduction in the energy region (2 - 16) GeV is shown in Fig. 1, 

where the S-B-T 3 cross sections are derived assuming the Sadin g form for the mass and momentum transfer 

dependence of the dipion system, and where the SLAC-WSC’cross sections are obtained using the S&iing 

model, but also integrating the form $ = Ae -bt with the parameters determined in the small momentum 

transfer region measured (i.e., t < .3 GeV2). 

Perhaps a more useful comparison is given in Fig. 2, where the new data on the forward rho cross sec- 

tion as a function of momentum is presented in Fig. Za, and the updated world summary7 is shown in Fig. 2b. 

The CEA experiment5 measured the differential cross section Tom t - .2 to - .8 GeV’ in two ener,7 

regions - (2.9-3.7) GeV and (3.7-4.7) GeV. They report a slightly lower cross section with a greater slope 

than the S-B-T experiment. 
The total reaction cross section, and the forward differential cross section both fall rapidly at low 

momentum, and remain fairly flat beyond (5 - 6) GeV. They exhibit a very similar energy dependence to xN 

scattering (viz u cc p -0.2 ). 
The w photoproduction cross section is shown in Fig. 3 from threshold to 9 GeV. Again one sees a very 

rapid falloff of the cross section at low energies, flattening out around 5 GeV. The S-B-T laser experiment 
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is able to separate the cross section into the natural parity and unnatural parity contributions at 2.8, 4.7 

and 9.3 GeV. The unnatural parity cross section falls very rapidly, in good agreement with the one-pion 
exchange model, and is essentially zero by 9 GeV. The natural parity exchange cross section, which one 
would hope to be diffraction dominated, falls ofi like the o photoproduction data discussed above (and hence 

like the TN da&). 
Finally, the $ photoproduction cross section is shown in Fig. 4. The new data to this Conference comes 

Tom the S-B-T laser experiment. 3 The energy.dependence, beyond the initial rise from threshold, is either 

flat or rising very slowly. We will return to this point when discussing the 6 differential cross section. 

Hadron Data 

Let us now look at data from hadron beams. In Fig. 5 the cross section for Q” productiont is shown as 

a function of momentum, from the SLAC qp HBC experiment. 8 
-1.2 

The K”,r’x-p reaction cross section rises 

rapidly from threshold, and then falls off as plab . This is somewhat more rapid than the equivalent reac- 
tions for K+p and K-p, and is presumably due to the fact that the K*p reactions hsve substantial contributions 

from proton diffraction, @ - pax), at the nucleon vertex, while such a process is: forbidden in the KE experi- 

ment due to the change of C at the Kf: - Kg vertex. The cross section for Q”pro.duction is quite flat from 

5 GeV/c out to 12 GeV/c, having a momentum dependence of p -. 59zt. 16 

?The Q refers to the low mass enhancement in the K xx system, typically defined as the re ion between 
(1. O-l. 5) GeV. It is usually associated with a K*R decay mode, and is thought ti have J pg_ If. 
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Complimentary data on Q’ production is shown in Fig. 6, from the world K’ Collaboration. 9 The energy 
dependence from (2.5 - 12.7) GeV/c is studied as a function of the (Kar) mass, in 50 MeV steps from 1200 - 

1500 MeV. All-six mass mtervals exhibit the same behavior, with an average momentum dependence of 

P 
-0.6OztO.05 . 

We also show, in Fig., 7, the energy dependence of the A3 cross section’ as determined by Ascoli 
et al 1’ --- This data comes ,tiorn a large collaboration of bubble chamber groups with experiments from 
(5 - 25) GeV/c. The selection criteria for the A3 events involves isolation of the Jp= 2-, for amplitude in the 

3n mass region (1.5 - 1.8) :GeV. The energy dependence is quoted as p -0.8+0.3 

The energy dependenc’e of several diffractive processes are given in Table I, together with the compara- 

ble elastic scattering data? The inelastic diffractive processes all display quite similar energy dependence 

and fall off a little faster than the related elastic scat- 

tering reaction; However,, they still have a rather flat 

energy dependence, and are quite different from a typi- 
cal Regge exchange process which fall off, generally 

faster than p -1.5 . 

Isospm Decomposition 

The CERN-Brussels-Krakow HBC collaboration 11 

have performed an isospm dedomposition for the diftiac- 

tive processes K - Krr and N - Nan at 5.0 and 8.2 
GeV/c. The various charge states of (K*r) and (AT) 

were selected from the following reactions. 

K+P - K+ ;- 7;‘~ 

K+P - I&? rap 

K+P - K”a+?;+n 

The event selection was made on the basis of mass 
cuts only with appropriate corrections being made for 

;distortions to other distributions and for reflections of 

mother reactions (e.g. , the presence of K*A double reso- 

nance production). 
They find that the Kna system is dominated by the 

Table I 

Energy Dependence of Diffraction Process, 

*=P 
-n ((5 - 20) GeV) 

Process n 

K” -Q” 0.59 f 0.16 

K+ -Q+ 0.60 f 0.05 
K- -A; 0.41’* 0.11 
N -Nmr 0.4 ~0.6 
T- -A3 0.8 f 0.3 

For comparison, the elastic scattering 
energy dependence is: 

Process n 

K+P 0.09~0.03 

K-P 0.39 * 0.04 

ITN - 0.2 

NN - 0.2 

11=1/Z amplitude, which is constant in magnitude between 5 and 8.2 GeV/c, as one,would expect for a diffrac- 

tive process. The mass distribution for the 1=1/Z and 1=3/Z amplitudes is shown.in Fig. 8. The familiar Q 

‘enhancement is clearly seen’in the 1=1/2 data, ‘and quite absent for the 1=3/Z data;-- 

It is interesting to note that the N - Nxa process has appreciable 1=3/Z contribution at these energies - 

(viz w 30%). 

_ Particle and Antiparticle Cross Sections 
One interesting feature of the elastic scattering reaction is the near equality of the particle and anti- 

particle scattering cross sections at high energies (e.g. , a(dp - r-p) = ~(=+p -*‘p). Let us examine this 

behavior for the diffractive dissociation process. 

In Fig. 9 the ratio of the cross sections for K”p - Q”p and Kop - Q”p is shown as a function of mo- 

mentum from (2 - 12) GeV/c. 8 The equal components of K” and K” in the KL beam, for this experiment, 

jThe A3 refers to the 3n enhancement in the (1500 - 1800) MeV region. 
decay mode, and is thought to have Jp= 2-. 

It is usually associated with an f”a 



allow a comparison of the cross sections to be made over the entire energy region free from problems of 
relative normalization between the strangeness states. The ratio is consistent with a constant value of 

0.99 i .08 over the^entire energy region. 

A similar comparison is shown in Fig. 10, where the cross section for pion dissociation (n -3~) and 

nucleon dissociation (N -NT~) are compared for incident ?;’ and x- at 16 GeV/c, by the ABBCH collabora- 

tion. I2 The two dissociation reactions were isolated using Van Hove’s LPS Analysis, 13 and the cross sec- 

tions as a function of mass are shown in Fig. 10, with the ratio between x’ and 71 initiated process displayed 

below. Again, the particle cross section is essentially equal to the antiparticle reaction cross section. 

More quantitatively, 
- - 

Rep= “‘“+p- “c”’ = 1.03 f 0.02 
o(a p-71 P) 

while 

R7r = u “+ - 37r 
( h ( )-P) 

I 
1.00 zt 0;07 

u(x P - (3r)+P) 
= 0.94* 0.12 

and 
0.97 + 0.07 Ref. 12 
0.95 i 0.10 Ref. 14 

Ref. 12 
Ref. 14 

It appears that the inelastic diffractive processes exhibit the same property of equal particle and anti- 

particle cross sections, as found for elastic scattering processes. 

Factorization Tests 

If we really believed that these diffraction processes are dominated by the exchange of a simple Pomeron 
we should be able to factorize, or separate, the different vertices appearing in these processes. 

For example, if we donsider the processes illustrated in Fig. 11, with elastic pion and proton scattering 

at the upper vertex, and proton diffraction into a proton plus zero, one, two or three pions at the bottom 

vertex, the ratio between. cross sections of the two upper vertex processes should be the same, independent 

of which of the four bottom vertices they interact. 

e.g. , R1 = zhy 1 p$ should equal R2 = m) etc. 

A paper has been submitted to the Conference by the Scandinavian Bubble Chamber Collaboration l5 in 
which the above diffractive processes have been isolated using the Van Hove Longitudinal Phase Space (LPS) 

analysis. 13 The results are given in Table II, and the agreement is surprising. 
Another interesting test of factorization in diffrac- 

tive processes was presented by the SLAC Streamer 

Chamber Group. 16 The reactions studied are given 

Table II 
Factorization Test in xN and pp Reactions 

,schematically in Fig. 12, where each of the diffractive 
0 contributions - y- o , x -71 and p - p at the top 

vertex, and p - p and p - @XT) at the bottom vertex 

.were isolated using the LPS analysis. 
contribution were weli-behaved and factorizable, then 

we tiould expect the ratio of the cross sections for each 

of the top vertex process joined to both of the bottom 

vertex processes, to be equal. For example, we would 

expect Rl=R2=R3, where 

R3 = u(?Q- T@r+T-)) = 0.35 f . 18 
o@p- P(Pr+x-)) 

Rl=gfy&j R 
4 

=“(~--s(pss~~~ =0.45* -15 
QPP - p@xxx)) 



and 

@P - PP) 
R2 = u.;p- p@sTr)) ’ 

The experimental values for Rl, R2, and R3 are given in Table III for three different energy regions. 

Again the agreement is surprisingly good. 

Table III 

A Factorization Test for yp, np, and pp Reactions 

(6 - 10) 

Momentum (GeV/c) 

(10 - 14) (14-18) I 
- 

Rl= o’(X’ pop) 
nop*+?r) 

0.053 f 0.014 0.035 * 0.014 0.055 * 0.024 
*(YP- 

R2 = u(pp - pp) 
PPx+T-) 

0.064*0.007 0.061* .008 0.060 f 0.009 
U@P--c 

0.061i -006 0.063% 0.003 

- - 
R; = u(a p- “f’- 0.052* 0.005 0.059*0.003 

a(* p- QT-pn 71 ) 

Some further tests of factorization were reported by the Scandinavian group 15 for processes in which 

diffraction dissociation occurs at both upper and lower vertex - the so-called double diffraction processes. 

Violation of the factorization prediction was observed in these reactions. 

In summary, the cross section data for diffraction dissociation processes behave very much like the 

corresponding elastic scattering data. It will be of interest to now study the differential cross sections to 

see if the same regularities appear there. 

Differential Cross Sections 

Vector Meson Photoproduction 

The differential cross section for rho photoproduction at 9.3 GeV, 3 and at several energies between 9 

and 16 GeV ’ are shown in Fig. 13a and 13b respectively, as examples of the new data presented to this 

Conference. The data from both experiments have been analyzed using the SWingmodel for the mass and 

momentum transfer dependence of the dipion system. 
_. .,> 

The slopes of the different&l cross section, assuming 
an exponential form, are shown in Fig. 14 fo$ the new data, and again for a11 avaiIabIe data, 7 (analyzed using 

the S&ding model) in Fig. 15. There is a slight suggestion of shrinkage for rho photoproduction for energies 

between (3 - 16) GeV of about (1 - 1;) units. However, considering the systematics involved in fitting the rho 

* mass shape and the different t regions studied in the experiments, it would be’hard to press such a 

conclusion. 

‘The constancy (or at least small energy dependence), of the slope in the rho differential cross section is 

reminiscent of the situation in rN elastic scattering. Earlier in this sessioni Harari l7 discussed the Dual 

Absorptive Model, and its recent successful application to rN scattering, by Davier. 18 An extension of this 
work to rho photoproduction by Chadwick et aI lg --* has been presented to the Conference. They assume that 
Pomeron and peripheral f” dominate the exchange process and a Regge behavior for the f” amplitude, and 
hence uncover shrinkage in the Pomeron contribution to w -. pop which behaves just Iike the shrinkage in 
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K+p elastic scattering at these energies, and also agrees well with Davier’s analysis. Their fits to the data, 

and results for the Pomeron and f” slopes as a function of energy are shown in Fig. 16. 
The w differential cross sections from the S-B-T collaboration3 are given in Fig. 17. The slope of the 

cross section is found to be - 7 GeV -2 and quite independent of energy. (An analysis of the natural parity 

contribution results in the same conclusion, but with somewhat larger errors.) The CEA experiment5 
reports good agreement wath the above data. 

The situation for 9 photoproduction is rather more complicated. The differential cross sections pre- 

sented to this Conference-are shown in Fig. 18. The S-B-T HBC collaboration5 present their data at 2.8, 

4.7 and 9.3 GeV, while Anderson e &. , 20 present 12 GeV data from the SLAC 1.6 GeV spectrometer. The 

slopes of these differential cross sections are shown in Fig. 19, together with earlier work. They also 

appear in Fig. 16 for comoarison with the Pomeron contribution to the rho reaction. Given the accuracy of 
the data and the different momentum transfer regions of the several experiments shown in Fig. 18, one could 
easily accomodate some shrinkage (as indicated in Fig. 16), but equally justified would be the conclusion of 

a flat energy dependence. 
The Ritson group2’ have also measured the energy dependence of $I photoproduction for a given momen- 

tum transfer, namely t= 0.6 GeV2. Their results are shown in Fig. 20, and clearly indicate that there is no 

shrinkage at this value of t. In fact, an analysis in terms of 01= o!(O) + a*t yields (Y’= (-0.03 f 0.13). This 
flat, or energy independent, differential cross section is not what was expected from our naive understanding 
of diffractive processes. 

Why do we care so much about the $ photoproduction data, and become disturbed when the data do not 

uphold our prejudices? The reason is that the process n, - $p is supposed to be one of the clearest ways 

to study the Pomeron. The $I meson does not couple to non-strange hadrons, and therefore the only contri- 

bution expected to the t-channel exchange is from the Pomeron. We would therefore hope to learn in an 

unambiguous way about the details of the Pomeron amplitude. 
If the Q photoproduction is pure Pomeron exchange, why is the behavior of the differential cross section 

so different from K’p - K’p, which we beli,?ve to be mainly Pomeron exchange, or even from the Pomeron 
19 

behavior derived from Davier’s 18 analysis of ?rN scattering and the Chadwick et al. -- analysis of rho photo- 

production and Compton scattering? 
Many questions arise at this point. Does the + cross section increase (see Fig. 4), and if so does it 

increase fast enough that the 9 slope could be increasing like the K+p slope, but with the cross section at 

t = .6. GeV2 staying roughly constant? (The answer to this question is no; the cross section does not increase 

fast .enough to allow the forward slope to increase at the canonical llK+p PomeronYrate.) What are the pos- 

sible relationships between the small values of CY* found at ISR energies for p-p scattering and the Ritson 

result for y - Cp? Could $J photoproduction exhibit shrinkage for smaller t regions, as found in ISR p-p 

scattering? I do not wish to follow up these questions here. The situation to be addressed is that m - +p is 

different from K’p - K+p and pp - pp at the same energies, at least for t - 0.6 GeV2. 

We do have experimental information supporting the hypothesis that the ‘yp -. +I) reaction is diffractive. 

- The SLAC spectrometer experiment of Anderson ett., 21 measured the asymmetry parameter 

C= d -o /~,,*a~, .!I 1 for the photoproduction of 9 mesons with photons polarized parallel and perpendicular to the 
plane of decay. The experiment was performed using a diamond crystal to polariie the photon beam, and 

de&&g the $J production via the recoil proton and the $ decay by detecting the K”K- pairs in a forward 

spectrometer. They found c= 0.985 f 0.12 for a photon energy of 8.1 GeV, and for momentum transfer, 

t=0.‘2 GeV2’.’ This is consistent with pure natural parity exchange. This conclusion is supported by the 

S-B-T laser experiment3 study of $ photoproduction, where the asymmetry and d&isity matrix elements at 

4.7 and 9.3 GeV are also consistent with pure natural parity exchange. Further su,pport comes from the 

DESY/MJ.T gro~p~~who report observationof strong coherent productionof $ mesons from carbon at 5.2 GeV. 



However, there is one piece of evidence that although the forward y - + process may be dominantly 

natural parity exchange, it is not purely imaginary as would be expected for Pomeron exchange. The DESY/ 

MIT group23 have measured the interference between the resonant r#~ production amplitude and the Bethe-Heitler 

amplitude in yC - Ce+e- for photon energies around 7 GeV. They report that the 9 amplitude differs from 

being purely imaginary by 25’ * 15’, or rather, that Re A$jIm A$=- 0.48 +o. 33 
-0.45 - This may be an indication 

that the y - I$ process is not purely due to Pomeron exchange, but unfortunately the accuracy obtainable in 

this difficult experiment does not allow any firm conclusions to be drawn. 

We clearly have insufficient data to make definitive statements on the energy dependence of the 9 cross 
section for momentum transfers other than 0.6 GeV2. As the shrinkage, or nonshrinkage, of this cross 

section is of special interest for studies of the Pomeron it is highly desirable to have another energy sweep, 
similar to Anderson et al,- 21 but for a t value around 0.2 GeV2, or even smaller. -- 

Hadron Dissociation 

The differential cross section for AI production at 40 GeV/c is shown in Fig. 21, from the CERN-IHEP 

collaboration. 24 The data fit an exponential over the small region of t studied, and the slope is given as 

- 7 GeVm2 for the three pion mass region (1.215 - 1.415) GkV. This cross section shows remarkable stability 

from 16 GeV/c to 40 GeV/c; the slopes for two (3?r) mass regions, in the reaction ?rp - (?r+n-?i)p are given 

in Table IV. 

Data was also presented on the A3 

cross section by the Ascoli et al. collabor- -- 
ation. lo The cross section, averaged over 

the momentum interval (ll- 25) GeV/c, for 

the Pa, JP=2- amplitude in the mass region 
(1.5 - 1.8) GeV is shown in Fig.. 22. The 
slope is (7.7iO. 8) GeVT2 

A summary of the slopes of various 

Table IV 

Mass (37r) 16 GeV/c 40 GeV/c 

P-W (ABBCCH Collab12) (Antipov et al. 24) -- 

(1.0 -1.2 ) (10.6 50.9) GeV-2 (11.2 ho. 9) Gev-2 

(1.25-1.45) ( 7.1 hO.5) GeVe2 ( 6.7 ho. 9) GeV-2 

( 0.02<t<0.4 GeV2) ( O.O4<t<0;33 GeV2) 

diffraction cross sections is shown in 

Table V, and the corresponding elastic data is listed for comparison. It is interesting to note that the dif- 

Table V 

Process Slope (GeVv2) 

Y--P 6-8 
T-A 1 9-11 
n-A 3 8 
K-Q 5-7 
R-Q 8-10 
N- (N7N1400 - 10-11 
N- (NM1700 - 5 

For comparison, the elastic slopes are - 

Process Slope (GeVs2) 

?N 6 
TN 7-9 
KN 5-6 
RN 7-8 
NN 9-10 

fraction processes exhibit the same kind of regularities with 

respect to each other as found for the corresponding elastic 

data, and further that the absolute value of the slopes for 

diffraction reactions is about the same as for elastic scat- 

tering, always being a little (- l.- 2 units) higher. 

The Cross-tier Phenomenon 
The differential cross section for the elastic scattering 

reaction & -Xp (where X is 7;‘. K+, p) is known to have a 
steeper slope and a larger forward intercept thanthe reac- 

tion Xp -Xp. This leads to the well-known “cross-over” 

phenomenon 25 in which these,two elastic reactions have the 

same differential cross section, :g, for t -0.2 GeV2. This 

effect has recently been discussed within the framework of 

the Dual Absorption Model by Davier and Harari. &7 

Basically the elastic scattering ia described by a dominant 

Pomeron exchange amplitude, but also has contributions 

from Regge amplitudes. The,K+:i, and pp scattering are 

exotic in the s-channel and so, from duality arguments, have 



contributions only from Pomeron exchange, whereas r*p, K-p, and pp all have a mixture of Pomeron and 

Regge contributions. Some preliminary data from Diebold et al., 26 at Argonne, Fig. 23, show the cross- -- 
over effect at 6 G& forall three sets of particle and antiparticle elastic scattering. The Kp and pp data 

show a very clear cross-over while the 7r*p cross sections have very similar slope and magnitude. Naively, 

this can be understood as the result of both Regge and Pomeron contributions to x’p and r-p, while for 
other processes the Regge contribution only arises for the antiparticle scattering. The interference effects 
between the Pomeron and-odd C exchanges cancel when one integrates over the total cross section, thus 

yielding the equal particle and antiparticle cross sections discussed above. 

We have observed that the diffraction processes have many of the same properties as the elastic scat- 
tering reaction, and it is therefore interesting to study the differential cross section for particle, anti- 

particle reactions for evidence of this cross-over phenomena. 

Several papers havelbeen presented to this Conference reporting evidence for the observation of cross- 

overs in the differential cross section for inelastic diffractive processes. The SLAC Ktp HBC report on 

the study of the reactions K”p - Q”p and K”p - Q’p, in the momentum region from (4 - 12) GeV/c. 8 The 

relative normalization of the K” and K” differential cross sections are taken care of automatically through 
the natural composition of the KL beam. The cross sections are shown in Fig. 24, where we see that the 
Q” data has a larger forward cross section and a steeper slope, giving rise to a cross-over of the two .dif- 

ferential cross sections at t= (0.13*. 03) GeV2. The slopes of the differential cross sections for the mo- 

.mentum transfer region (0.02 < t’ < 0.5 GeV2) and averaged over (4 - 12) GeV/c are b(Q”) = (5.9 f 0.5) GeV-3 
and b&j’) = (9.7 f 0.5) GeVm2. This is in good agreement with dp elastic scattering, where a cross-over is 

observed for t - 0.20 GeV2 and where the slopes are - 5.5 GeV -2 for K+p and - 7.5 GeVv2 for K-p in the 

(5 - 10) GeV/c region. 27 .It is also in good agreement with preliminary SIAC data on tip elastic scattering 

at 13 G~V/C~~ presented .to this Conference and shown in Fig. 25. They report a K+p slope of 
5.52kO.05 GeVe2 , and a K-p slope of 7.15 f 0.06 GeVT2. 

This effect should also be present for K*p -Q*p, but the relative normalization of different experi- 

ments which involve different detectors and analysis techniques is very difficult and makes a detailed qpm- 
parison almost impossible. However, the difference in slopes of the cross sections can be observed. 
Below are several examples taken from the literature, in which one sees the same effect reported above by 

the.SLAC Ktp experiment (viz the Q-p slope is observed to be greater than the Q”p slope). 
Similar investigations have been reported 

for.AI production in nip - Aip; a I-IBC experi- Table .VI 

ment at 16 GeV/c from the ABBCH collabora- 

tion12 
Momentum K-p ---Q-p K+- Q+p 

and a wire spark chamber experiment 

from SLAC33 at 15 GeV/c. The cross sections 
(-v/c) Slope (GeVe2) Slope (GeVe2) 

areshown in Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 respectively. 10 8.5il.0 Ref; 29 6.7i0.5 Ref. 31 

From the data in Fig. 26 the cross sections are 12 11.0+2-O Ref.. 30 7.4+0.3 Ref. 32 

repprted to cross over at t- 0.15 GeV2. The 
- difference in slopes for the A; and AI (defined as 0.95 5 M(3?r) 5 1.25 GeV), ars’found to be 

(2.0 *O. 9) GeVS2 
b(A;) - b(A:) =[(l. 1*0.8) GeVm2 

Ref. 12 
Ref. 33 

For comparison, the difference in slopes for nN elastic scattering at this energy>s: 

b(?;p) - b(?;fp) = (l-510.8) GeV-2 Ref. 34 

(It .is very interesting to note that the high energy TN elastic scattering slopes ~$3 no better known thanthe 
cross sections for the A1 process!) 
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The ABBCH experiment also compared the cross sections for the process where the proton diffracts into 
f a (pm) system (i.e. , A p - n*@lr+?r)). They find the difference in slopes to be b(r-)-b(lr+) = (0. Oil. 7) Ger2. 

(Quite compatible with ?rN elastic scattering data.) 

Thus, the diffraction dissociation process appears to exhibit a similar cross-over phenomena - both in 

position and in magnitude - to that observed in elastic scattering processes. 

Mass Dependence of Differential Cross Sections 

Let me briefly comment on the dependence of the slope of the differential cross section on the mass of 

the produced system. 
In Fig. 28 the slope of the differential cross section for yp - ?;t7ip is shown as a function of the dipion 

mass. The data is from the S-B-T laser experiment. 3 The solid curve is the prediction of the Drell-&ding 

model which proposes a coherent one-pion exchange contribution under the rho. The interference between the 

rho amplitude and this SXling term causes the observed skewing of the T--T mass spectrum in photoproduction, 

produces quite characteristic effects in the decay distribution of the rho and leads to the rapid change in the 

differential cross section seen in Fig. 28. 

The same effect is seen in other hadron dissociation processes. Examples are given in Fig. 29 for 

Kp -Qp and in Table VII for nN -AiN and IAN -. TN*. It is a well-known effect, and finds an’explanation in 

Table VII 

Cross section (&/dt’)t,=O and slope parameter A, for the reactions n*p - (r*r+r-)p 
f and ?r p - 7~ *@x+8) at 16 GeV/c, as a function of (3~), and (pnx) mass. 

Mass, Gev 

All 

0.6 -1.0 
1.0 -1.12 
1.12-1.28 

1.28-1.40 

1.40-3.00 

r- Mass, GeV 

- 
r-p - - - (4 r,r+,p r+P - (+-Qp 

1 

mb .- 
0 Gev2 

4.9 io.4 
1.0 io.l 
1.2 rto.1 

1.2 l 0.1 
0.57aO.06 
1.3 *to.2 

A, GeV-2 

9.1*0.3 3.7 i6.3 
14.6k1.8 0.58kO.05 
11.5i0.8 0.8 zkO.1 

9.8i0.7 1.0 io.1 
7.1io.5 0.40~0.06 
7.2*0.7 1.0 io.1 

7r-p - ?f; @l+p, 

1.4 *0.2 
0.63hO.08 
0.26iO.03 
0.30*0.03 
0.17*0.03 
0.18*0.03 

A, GeVm2 

5.9+0.4 1.6 kO.2 
11.7t1.2 0.65iO.08 
7.5*0.6 0.35io.05 
4.7*0.3 0.29io.04 
2.5*0.9 0.26ztO.04 
4.0~0.8 0.17*0.03 

l;‘p - 7f; (Qr-p) 

A, GeV-2 

6.5*0.4 
11.8h1.2 
8.3*0.9 
4.6*0.7 
5.3+0.8 
3.7hO.7 
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a generalization of the Drell-Soding model discussed above, and called the Reggeized Deck Model. In this 
model the AI and Q diffraction processes, for example, are described by the diagrams labeled (a). 

This model does a fair job of describing the observed mass spectra, the cross section as a function of 

energy and the change of slope as a function of mass. However, it cannot be the whole story. Consider the 
KLp data discussed above in connection with the cross-over effect. These reactions would be pictured as 
shown by the diagrams labeled (b). 

(a) 

K0 K*+ -0 
K K*- 

x x 

lT- -lT-+ 

P- P P P 

(b) 218PA42 

Since ?~-p elastic scattering has a steeper slope than nip elastic scattering, this description would pre- 
dict that K” - Q” would have a steeper differential cross section than if0 -a0 in contradiction to the data. 

Although the RDM clearly does quite a fair job in describing these diffcactive processes, it cannot be the 

whole story and contributions from the vector exchanges, at the very least, must be included. 

Spin Structure 
Let me remind you that early work by the S-B-T collaboration3 on polarized photoproduction of rho 

mesons, showed that s-channel helicity conservation (SCHC) was observed in this process for momentum 

transfers less than 0.4 GeV2. These studies led Gilman and co-workers 35a to suggest that SCHC may be a 

general property of all Pomeron exchange processes. This is further supported by new measurements on the 

A and R parameters for elastic p-p scattering at 6 and 16 GeV/c, presented to this Conference. 35b Recent 
work on rN scattering36 has shown that SCHC is not an exact property of nN elastic scattering, but that -15% 

of helicity-flip amplitude must be present at momenta - 6 GeV/c for the t range (0.2 - 0.6) .GeV2. It is there- 

fore, in principle, of interest to determine the heliciiy structure of the diffraction process, and then further 
compare them to the elastic reactions. 

However, there are severe problems in such a program. Many questions arise: what is the signal we 

are studying - is the diffracting system a single particle? Can we consider the diffracting system a single 
system? If we have a resonance plus coherent background situation, what is their relative phase and how 

would it affect the helicity conservation analysis ? Despite these basic difficulties many people have been 

working on the question. I have tried to summarize this work and their conclusions in Table VIII. 
One fairly clear situation has been studied in depth - rho photoproduction. Here the coherent back- 

- ground amplitude is fairly well understood and - 10% of the resonant signal. The S-B-T 19,37 
collaboration 

have shown evidence for possible helicity flip in */p - pop. There are difficulties, as mentioned above - 

mainly with regard to the relative phase between the rho and Soding amplitudes - but taken at face value 
they find a helicity flip contribution to the meson vertex, in y--p, of the same magnitude as found for the 

nucleon vertex in the ?rN scattering case (i.e., - 150/o of the SCHC amplitude) at the same energy. The SCHC 

violation is observed to be in the natural parity exchange amplitude. This, taken together with the fact that 

the magnitude of the effect is consistent with being independent of energy, implies that the small s-channel 

helicity violation is a property of the Pomeron. 



Table VIII 

Reaction Plab (Gev/c) Group Paper Analyzer SCHC TCHC 

Y--P0 2.8, 4.7, 9.3 

(2.7-4.0) 

(4 - 6) 
(9 - 16) 

2.8, 4.7, 7.3 

2.8, 4.7, 7.3 

Yes 
(They report a possible 
2% flip contribution. ) 

Yes (t < .5 GeV) 

Yes 
Yes 

No 

No 

.NO 

No 

Yes 

Consistent 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No No 

No Slight Violation 

No Yes 

No Yes (but not 
very strong) 

No No 

No 

No Yes (but not 
very strong) 

Ballam et al --- 

Gladding et al. --. 
Struczinski et al --* 
Bulos et al --* 

307, 411 Azimuthal and polar angle 
of 71. 

206 Same 

325 Same 

349 Same 

411 Same 

411 

390 

Same 

LPS selection, and polar 
angle of r. 

16 ADBCCHLVW 169 Azimuthal study, normal to 
3s and polar angle of R. 

442 

833 Normal to 3s plane. 

341 1;’ polar angle 

ABBCCHLVW 169 

371 

347 

Azimuthal study, and normal 
to plane and B polar angles. 

Normal to Kan plane, and 
polar angles of T. 
Normal to K?IT plane. 

lo,16 ABBCCHLVW 169 Azimuthal study, and normal, 
and polar. 

169 

390 

452 

260 

Same 

LPS and polar angles of r. 

AZ imuthal 

-v--w Ballam et al --* 

r-9 Ballam et al --- 

* 8.16 ABBCH 

40 

4.5 

Antipov et al. -- 
Beketov et al --* 

f 
r-A 1 

T -.A- 3 Ascoli et al --- (5 - 2.5) 

10 

14.3 

($:d2) 

K-Q - 

Q: 

Barloutaud et al --* 

.Brandenbura et al c- 

1400 

ABBCCHLVW 
ABBCH 

Chapman et al. -- 
Oh et al --* 

Data Insensitive 

1700 lo,16 

p- pnr All 8,16 
All 25 

1600 11.6 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No No 

No Yes 
J- 
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In summary, the vector meson photoproduction process is mainly (- 90% of the amplitude) s-channel 

helicity conserving and behaves very much like TN scattering. The hadron dissociation processes (r - 37~), 

(K -KB~)), (N -Nan), do not conserve s-channel helicity and although they appr‘oach t-channel helicity con- - 
servation, they do not rigorously conserve that either. Finally, at this point, until we understand more of 
what is going on in diffraction dissociation, we will not profit by more investigations of the spin structtie of 

these various mass regions. 

Mysteries and Nasty Questions 
In this section we review briefly some bogey-men for our “conventional diftiaction” world. 

Michigan-Princeton Neutron Dissociation Experiment 

A wire spark chambei experiment studying the diffraction dissociation of high energy neutrons on nuclear 

targets at BNL has been reported to the Conference. 38 The reactions observed were: 

nA-p~-A , where A = C, Cu, Pb 

and where the neutron beam had a momentum spectrum stretching from (18 - 29) GeV/c, with a mean effec- 

tive momentum of - 23 GeV/c. 

The production angulw distribution of the (pn-) system is shown in Fig. 30, for the carbon and copper 

targets. Sharp forward peaks, with slopes characteristic of the carbon and copper nuclear radius, are 

observed indicative of coherent production. In Fig. 31, the effective mass distribution of the @T-) system 

is shown for events in the coherent peak (the incoherent background is estimated at 2 30% for this forward 
t region). An estimate of the mass acceptance of the spectrometer is sketched in under the carbon mass 

distribution in Fig. 31, and is shown to be quite large and smoothly varying over’the mass region of int+rest. 

The mass resolution of the system is reported as f 10 MeV at a pm- mass of 1200 MeV, derived from actual 

measurements of e’e- pairs produced in a lead target by the small contamination of photons in the neutial 

beam. 

‘The surprising result of this experiment is the lack of any structure in the mass plots. (On lead, there 
is etidence of Coulomb production of the A(1236), but that phenomena is outside the scope of this talk.) The 
N*(1470) and N*(1688) which one would have expected to be copiously produced are just not present - an 

uppdr limit of 6% and 5% respectively, of the total p?r cross section is estimated by the authors. 

Even more surprising are the conclusions from a study of the decay angular distribution of the p7r- 

system. In Fig. 32 the polar angular distribution of the r- in the pr- rest frame are given for both Jackson 
and’:Helicity frame coordinate systems. The data is displayed for four momentum transfer regions the first 
of which is dominantly coherent, the second having about equal contributions from’coherent and incoherent 

proc.esses and the other two being dominated by incoherent processes. The distributions are presented for, 
-0.03 i cos Ba < 1.0, the region in cos Ba for,which the detection efficiency is reasonably well understood. 

The-.small t, coherent region shows a very sharp forward peak, where the n- goes-forward in the ps- rest 

franie. 

:For a process in which the neutron dissociated into a pi- system with the same quantum numbers as the 

neul$on, we would expect (at e-0) a flat decay distribution in Fig. 32a. The solibcurve, which fits the data 

rather well, is a (1+3 cos2 8) distribution, characteristic of J=3/2 rather than tie J=1/2 expected from 

simple dissociation. In fact, the authors point out that this distribution does’not’demand that the pr- system 

be in a pure J=3/2 state, but that a mixture of S-, p1,2 and p3,2 waves could give, rise to the observed decay 

dist+bution. However, the main point of their study is that a substantial J=3/2 amplitude is present in this 

low ‘mass pn- diffraction dissociation system. The pr- mass region used for Fig,,. 32 was (1100-1320) MeV, 
but the higher mass region gives similar results. 
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This experiment confronts us with several real puzzles. Why are there no signs of the N*1470 and 

N*1688 resonances in the.neutron dissociation, but only the broad Iow mass enhancement reminiscent of the 

(37r) and (KYw) final states in np and Kp collisions; and why does the neutron disSociation process favor the 

fLJ=l spin change (again like the F and K dissociations) instead of coupling to the JQ+ states ? Somehow one 

expected the n- p?r reaction to be more reminiscent of y -p than the other murkier processes (s - 37r), 
(K - KBT), but that seems t.o have been too naive a hope. 

A similar investigation has been reported to the Conference by Oh s 2. , 39 where they study the reaction 
71-n - n-9-p at 11.7 GeV/‘c in a deuterium bubble chamber. The same low mass enhancement for the pi- 

system is observed for the small momentum transfer region - see Fig. 33 - with little or no sign of 

structure. However, they report quite different decay angular distributions than the Michigan-Princeton 
experiment discussed above - see Fig. 34. The higher mass regions around 1500 MeV and 1700 MeV appear 
to be dominated by 3/2- and 5/2+ waves, implying production of the D13 and F15 resonances following the 

natural spin-parity sequence expected in diffractive processes. The relative phase between the D13 and F15 
is found to be zero, again in agreement with a diffractive N* production picture. 

However, the question remains, what about the discrepancy between these two experiments for the @x-) 

decay distribution in the mass region up through 1500 MeV. It is highly desirable to have a repeat of the high 

statistics Michigan-Princeton experiment, but with a complete decay angular acceptance, to shed further 
light on this interesting problem. 

The A2 Question 

‘There have been suggestions for some time that perhaps the A2 meson is produced via Pomeron ex- 

change, thus violating o~.simple rule of natural spin-parity excitation in diffraction processes. Kruse 

et al 41 --* have submitted ah analysis of A2 production in bubble chamber data in the energy range from 

(5 - 25) GeV/c. There is also a paper from AscoIi et al 42 
--- on A 1, A2 and A3 production at 40 GeV/c. The 

facts are summarized below: 

1. The A2 cross section falls off as p -0.8&O. 08 . m the (5 - 25) GeV/c range; 

ii. the relative energy dependence of Al, A, and A3 between 25 GeV/c and 40 GeV/c 

are essentially the same; 
. . . 
111. the natural parity exchange contribution to A2 production falls off as p -0.57*0.09 

iv. the t-channel exchange in A2 production is mainly isoscalar; 

V. the s-dependence of the cross section implies an effective intercept, CYSTS - 0.7; 

’ vl. an analysis of the shrinkage of *he p= + 2 A2 differential cross section yield an 

aYe%(O) - 0.8. 

‘The energy dependence and CYST values quoted above are more in agreement’dth a strong Pomeron con- 

tribution to A2 production than the vector, and tensor meson contributions one expected. However, we must 

understand at least one other fact before throwing away our current picture of Pomeron processes - the 
-1.0 energy dependence for the A2 cross section as measured in the Kit decay mode seems to be faster than plab . 

_ This is a clean reaction in which to study A2 production with very little backgrou@l, and the observed mo- 

mentum dependence is very much in agreement with that expected for meson exchknge in the t-channel. 

Several experiments .should be reporting new cross sections for A2 - m within %e near future, and we wait 

imp&iently for their results. 

G-Parity Conservation 

While discussing various possibilities of the Pomeron not conforming to‘our prejudices, I thought it. 

wodd be comforting to quote the results of a paper by Arnold g &. , 43 on 11.7 *V/c 7r- interactions in a 

hea.+y liquid bubble chamber. They observe strong coherent Al production u&h Z,cross section of 
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- 2 mb/nucleon, while there is no evidence of B-meson production with an upper limit of < 30 pb/nucleon. 

At least the Pomeron does respect G-parity conservation! 

K-p - K*-p 

A year ago at the Oxford Conference Barloutaud, 44 . m revie.ving two-body processes, reported that the 

K-P 4 K*-p cross sectionstopped falling like piib around 8 GeV/c and appeared to flatten out to an energy 
independent cross section. immediately the cry went up that Pomeron exchange may be important in this 

reaction and that our ideas of the spin-parity series involved in Pomeron couplings would have to be thrown 

away. New data to this Conference on 16 GeV/c K-p interactions, reviewed in another talk by Goldschmidt- 

Clermont4’ showed that tiis particular challenge has gone away. The K* cross sections continue to fall 
through 16 GeV/c, and all the data are in good agreement with isoscalar natural parity exchange - 

presumably o exchange. 46 

One interesting contribution on this topic by Bingham g aJ., 47 reported the observation of coherent K*- 
production in a heavy liquid bubble chamber experiment at K- momenta of 5.5, 10.0 and 12.7 GeV/c. The 

(Kr) mass distributionandthe K*890 momentum transfer distributionare shownin Fig. 35. The K*890 cross sec- 

tions observed were ingoodagreementwith the coherent amplification of the K* cross sections reported on hydrogen. 
The threat of Pomeron exchange being responsible for the K- - K*- process seems to have disappeared 

and everything is in good agreement with w exchange. 

Photoproduction of the B-Meson 

Finally, in this section on ‘bogey-men”, we deal with the photoproduction of the B-meson. The reaction 

31, - Bp violates the natural spin-parity series expected in diffractive processes, yet the B signal is 
observed with the same strength at 2.8, 4.7 and 9.3 GeV. 48 The energy independent cross section has 
encouraged speculation as to the validity of the simple rules on spin couplings for the Pomeron. 

However, the statistics on these observations are rather limited, each energy point having a cross 

section of (1.0 f 0.4) pb. One could accommodate quite a variety of energy dependences within these meas- 

urements. It is an important reaction and to be followed with interest - but the present results are not 

strong enough to call our. ideas on Pomeron coupling to question - at least not yet. 

Conclusion 
The experimental situation for vector meson photoproduction seems to be fairly complete and consistent. 

The cross section, differential cross section and spin structure seem to be very similar to elastic ?rN scat- 

tering (for the-p’ and w), even down to the few percent s-channel helicity violating cross section. + photo- 

production perhaps presents an exception to this rosy picture, but more data on the energy dependence of the 

small t cross section is required before problems can be precisely defined. It will be interesting to see 

.vector meson photoproduction data from NAL in the future. 

The situation for the hadron dissociation is not so clear. The diffraction dissociation final states do 

appear to have a well defined spin parity, and io one can identify and discuss the reactions with some 

meaning. However, it is surprising that no mass structure, or even resonance behavior of the phases is 

observed, even in situations where resonances exist which do couple to the final &ate being studied. 

A major question remains to be answered: What is the dynamics in diffraction processes? Certainly a 

‘large part of the story must be due to kinematics, but a small resonance contribution is not completely 

excluded. But why is it so smaU? Does the Pomeron have strange properties when coupling to inelastic 

finaI states? 

Despite all of the above questions, we have seen an encouraging degree of regularity emerging in the 
diffraction dissociation data; and many similarities to the elastic scattering behavior: the flat energy 

dependence of the cross section; the equality of particle and antiparticle cross sections; the factorizability 

of diffractive vertices; the sharp forward peak in the differential cross section a.& the observation of 
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cross-over in the differential cross section for particle and antiparticle scattering. The spin structure is, 

however, quite different for the diffraction dissociation process, being neither s- nor t-channel helicity 

conserving. 
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FIG. 11--A schematic of diffractive reactions studied in a test of factorization. 
The ratios RI - R4 refer to the ratio of the cross sections of reactions 
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FIG. 12--A schematic of diffractive reactions studied in a test 
of factorization. The ratio Rl, R2, R3 refers to the 
ratio of the cross sections when each of the upper 
vertices (y - PO, p - p or r- r), is connected with 

..‘thti tv$o Idwer vi33ideS;: r~pre&ntirig~pf&&i diffra& 
tion into a proton or a @UT) system, respectively. 

e-g*, R1= $$=+$j , ‘R2= cr(pp-p@- g 6P t-L pp nm) 
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FIG. 13--continued. 
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FIG. 14--The slope of the differential cross section for q’p - pop as a f&&ion of energy, for new cross 
sections presented to the Conference. The data were analyzed using the SWing model for the 
s- and t-dependence of the dipion qstem. 
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FIG. 20--The s-dependence of the differential cross section for yp -. +p at a momentum transfer 
t=O.6 GeV2. The data indicate no shrinkage of the C$ cross section, at this value of t. 
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